The research focus of the current paper are modern algorithms for solving the problem of automatic diagnostic of thorax diseases based on X-ray images. Special attention was paid to image preprocessing, classification together with calculation of features and their comparison in terms of efficiency. Approaches mentioned in this paper are used for development of new algorithm for automatic diagnostic of medical images.
Introduction
Thorax diseases are one of the most common diseases in the world. According to the statistics of World Health Organization, about 1.6 million people die from lung cancer every year [5] and 1.5 million die from lung tuberculosis [10] .
Research conducted in [18, 27] has demonstrated that utilization of CADsystems as doctors' assistants for thorax diseases diagnostic allows to increase effectiveness of diagnostic of radiologists. First attempts to create a CAD-system for diagnostic took place in 60 th of XX century [9] . However, the problem of automation of thorax diseases diagnostic still remains unsolved due to its complexity. A number of commercial products was developed including Riverain ClearRead+Detect, Delft Imaging Systems, CAD4TB and others. Due to social importance, most of existing CAD-systems are aimed for lung cancer and tuberculosis diagnostic. Unfortunately, relatively small amount of papers is dedica-ted to automatic detection of pathologies of other kinds [4] , even though high resolution of modern digital thorax X-ray images allows also diagnosing other diseases.
Current paper reviews some of the most common and perspective methods of diagnostic automation according to our point of view. The first section discusses a general approach for automatic detection of X-ray images. The second section provides brief description of image preprocessing methods. The third and the fourth sections are dedicated to the most important steps of computer-based image processing -features calculation and classification.
General approaches for automatic detection of thorax X-ray images
An algorithm of automatic detection in the most of recent papers [3, 6, 24] includes four steps (no matter which pathology type is considered): image preprocessing, lung fields segmentation, features calculation and classification. Lung fields segmentation (and segmentation of mediastinum [14] ) allows not only detecting pathologies located inside lung borders [6, 8, 24] but also to detect a pathology due to organs shape changes. Features calculated during medical images detection can be divided into three categories [6] : textural, geometric, contrast. In order to reduce the dimension of feature space, feature selection [12] is used after feature extraction.
The goal of the most algorithms is to find pathology of a certain type. The approaches used for this purpose consider specifics of pathologies: rule-based methods with sliding windows are used for focuses detection [3] ; emphysema is diagnosed by means of neural networks where an area for analysis is limited by key points of lung contours [8] ; texture analysis in the spatial frequency domain helps to classify deviations of lung texture. Usually focuses search is conducted in two phases -detection of suspicious areas and their classification to reduce the amount of false positives [3, 21, 24] . Evaluation of entire images with separation of abnormal images from normal ones based on scores for multiple patches is used for screening automation [16] .
Due to complexity of formalizing the judgement for automatic detection of pathologies based on images, most researchers use methods of machine learning. It requires creation of a reasonable training set which consists of images with manually labeled lung contours. When utilizing MIL-based approach [21] for tuberculosis detection, only the case condition (normal or abnormal) is required during training.
Image preprocessing
Initial image enhancement or image preprocessing is a significant starting point for further automatic diagnostic of lung pathologies. It can simplify identification and classification and thus improve overall precision of diagnosis. However, due to presence of addictive noise and adjacent organs on X-ray images, common image preprocessing techniques such as Gaussian blur and Gamma correction may smooth structural details and minor texture deviations. If we consider the entire algorithm of automatic detection of lung pathologies, where image preprocessing is only a first step, computational efficiency [11] becomes an important aspect of the problem.
Currently the most common methods for X-ray image preprocessing are methods based on wavelet transformation and histogram equalization or compound methods that have one of them as a part of the entire algorithm. One of the examples of a compound method is histogram equalization and adaptive contrast enhancement [1] , which saves structural information of the image while amplifying details on the entire region of brightness (from 9 to 250 values of intensity). The results of the research conducted in this paper has demonstrated successful overall contrast enhancement and significant improvement in amount of details inside the areas of interest which appeared to be located more on the bright side of the region. However, as far as the algorithm tends to improve overall contrast and detailization, it also amplifies noise on the dark area of the region. Thus, in case of thorax X-ray images where some fragments of an image belong to dark side of the region and can be included into area of interest, the algorithm may mislead further diagnostic and result into false positive diagnosis.
Another mechanism for X-ray image enhancement [11] implements the concept of wavelet transformations by means of three-iteration filtering. Each iteration includes two-level filtering -low-pass and high-pass -and on each iteration, output of high-pass filtering is taken as a coefficient and output of lowpass filtering is given as an input for the second iteration of filtering. After three iterations are completed, inversed transformation is performed -finalized signal is reconstructed from outputs of each iteration in parallel using high-pass and lowpass filtering and further summing of the results. According to the published results, final enhanced images show clearer bone structure and vascular pattern while distinguishes adjacent organs.
Comparing both studied algorithms, three-iteration wavelet transformation mechanism does not amplify dark region details and thus does not introduce unnecessary noise to images but keeps the same level of detailization. From computational efficiency perspective, the combination of histogram equalization and adaptive contrast enhancement seems to be more efficient in terms of time related to size of enhanced image. However, it remains a point to discuss as far as -if additional filtration is needed to remove the noise from dark regions, computational efficiency will increase correspondingly dependent on the algorithm chosen for this purpose.
Features

Texture analysis
Paper [13] suggests statistical characteristics which define image texture. Texture analysis described there allows calculating probabilities of detecting patholo-gies in a single pixel of thorax radiogram. This algorithm is based on statistical features calculation inside a window sliding throughout an image. First four moments (average, standard deviation, asymmetry and kurtosis coefficients) are calculated for each window from initial image and Gauss zero, first and second derivatives (G, Gx, Gy, Gxx, Gxy, Gyy) with scales of σ 1, 2, 4, 8. Spatial features should also be taken into consideration.
Texture features analysis has shown good results for tuberculosis images -if taken together with GentleBoost classifier, it gives precision equals to 90%. However, it is important to mention that texture features analysis may be ineffective in the areas of intersection with ribs and blood vessels shadows. Furthermore, for most of pathologies it is not a texture which is more representative but other parameters such as shape and location of pathology in a lung.
Signal Wavelet Transform, Statistical energy and metric
One the most popular ways of presenting a signal is a wavelet transform, especially the Continuous Wavelet Transform reviewed in [12] . Among all coefficients obtained from wavelet transform, the most representative ones are chosen in two iterations. During the first iteration, Statistical Energy (SE) is calculated: 
Wavelet-features have demonstrated high precision for JSRT (Japanese Society of Radiological Technology) image database. In combination with Cluster KNN classifier wavelet-features have achieved precision of 98%. However, wavelet-features showed to be less effective than texture analysis for images databases which contain only focal lesions.
Orientation features
Paper [20] discusses calculation of orientation features. The image I is being binarized. Then three conventional features (mean, variance, and entropy of pixels intensity) of binarized image are calculated. Orientation features are obtained from the convolution of image ( , ) and Gabor filter ( , , , , , ) , where is the angle of orientation, is the bandwidth, is the aspect ratio, is the wave length.
Application of orientation features allows extracting round shadows among all possible shapes. It can be helpful for detection of tumors because they have exactly round shape.
Advanced approaches to computer-aided detection
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Classification
The most popular algorithms for classification in medicine and other fields are support vector machine (SVM) with linear kernel (LK), polynomial kernel (PK) or radial basis function kernel (RBFK), different types of artificial neural network (ANN) and boosting algorithms. Simple, but relatively effective k nearest neighbors, or kNN, algorithm is commonly used either. Combinations of various classifiers can be found more often than a single classifier. Likewise, in order to increase efficiency of classifiers, dimension of feature set is reduced by means of principal component analysis (PCA), kernel principal component analysis (KPCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), nonlinear discriminant analysis (NDA) or sequential feature selection (SFS).
Below you can see the results of experiments conducted for various algorithms of classification. It is important to keep in mind that they were conducted for different databases, different features and for their evaluation different efficiency criteria were used and thus it is hard to judge that one specific algorithm is absolutely better than another.
Nikhazy, Horvath [17] have applied SVM and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with different parameters for COPD detection. Best accuracy values were received for SVM (RBFK) -78% -and for MLP with two hidden layers (8 and 6 neurons) -76%. Cohen [7] has achieved the accuracy for following classifiers: for kNN (k=1) -77,34% -80,05%, for SVM(LK) -81,18% -81,64%, for SVM(RBFK) -82,03% -87,69%. Avni [28] first applies PCA and then SVM(RBF) and kNN(k=3). SVM has achieved the best results: sensitivity 95,24% and specificity 93,48%. Jaeger [23] compares various classifiers for tuberculosis detection: SVM(LK) 82,1%, SVM(PK) 76,4%, SVM(RBFK) 76,4%, NN 80,7%, alternating decision tree 82,6%, logistic linear regression 84,1%.
Sousa [22] diagnoses childhood pneumonia by combining features dimension reduction using SFS, PCA and KPCA and classification algorithms. The best results have been achieved for KPCA: SVM 89%, kNN 93%, Naive Bayes 96%. Xu [26] has used AdaBoost for detection of acinar shadows and has achieved sensitivity -92,4% and specificity -97,4%. In this paper it is also mentioned that if compared to SVM (RBFK), AdaBoost provides better results.
Shi [29] has developed Multiple Massive Training SVMs by combining rulebased classifier, 4 SVM and neural network. As a result, accuracy of 85% was achieved, false positives (FP) decreased from 12 to 4 false positives per image. Ahmad [19] first applies PCA, LDA и NDA, and then neural network achieving accuracy values of: PCA 83 -85%, LDA 93,59 -96,51%, NDA 91,86 -98,7%.
By applying rule-based plus ANN, Katsuragawa [25] has conducted experiments for detection of interstitial diseases and has achieved the areas under ROC curve ( ) 0.958. In paper [24] he uses three-layer neural networks for differential diagnostic interstitial lung diseases. Result -= 0,977. Suzuki [15] Hamada and Belhaouri [12] have developed and applied Cluster-k-NN, which combines 2 well-known algorithms -k-means and kNN. Average accuracy 98.7% has been achieved for cross-validation set.
Conclusion
Analysis of commonly used algorithms of automatic diagnostic of thorax diseases based on X-ray images allowed to determine the most frequently applied approaches. In this paper, the most effective methods of image preprocessing, features calculation and classification methods were specifically highlighted and analyzed. As a conclusion, the most perspective is MIL-based approach for training classification algorithm. Currently the works for development of a new algorithm for automatic detection of thorax X-ray images are conducted using the approaches described in this paper.
